Accurate measurement of blood vessel depth in port wine stained human skin in vivo using pulsed photothermal radiometry
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1 Introduction
Successful laser treatment of port wine stain (PWS) birthmarks in human skin is based on selective thermal damage to the targeted blood vessels. The ideal laser treatment should cause irreversible thermal injury to the PWS vessels without injuring the overlying epidermis. Due to melanin absorption, heat produced in the epidermis, if not controlled, may cause serious injury, resulting in permanent complications such as hypertrophic scarring, dyspigmentation, atrophy, or induration. Recently, cryogen spray cooling (CSC) was introduced to cool selectively and protect the epidermis from thermal damage.1–4 When a cryogen spurt is applied to the skin surface for an appropriate period of time (tens of milliseconds), cooling remains localized in the epidermis while leaving the temperature of deeper PWS blood vessels unchanged. Selective cooling allows subsequent laser heating to raise the PWS temperature above the threshold for permanent blood vessel photocoagulation, while minimizing epidermal injury. The efficacy of CSC depends primarily on selection of the cryogen spurt duration and delay between the spurt and laser pulse. Accurate knowledge of PWS depth on an individual patient basis would provide the necessary information to determine the optimal CSC spurt duration and delay.1,5

Pulsed photothermal radiometry (PPTR) is a noncontact method for depth profiling of layered materials.6,7 PPTR has been used to determine the depth of subsurface chromophores in tissue phantoms and PWS blood vessels in human skin.8–10 While conventional PPTR using one-wavelength excitation works well for depth determination of deep PWS (>100 μm), the technique fails to resolve blood vessels ly-
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ing in close proximity to the epidermal melanin layer. To overcome this problem, a two-wavelength excitation (TWE) approach was recently introduced to determine the depth of superficial PWS blood vessels.\(^1\) In TWE PPTR, infrared (IR) emission signals following irradiation with respectively 585- and 600-nm laser pulses are recorded sequentially from the same position. Considering that melanin absorption coefficients at 585 and 600 nm are nearly equal, while those of hemoglobin in the blood vessels differ by a factor greater than two, PWS depth can be determined from a weighted difference between the PPTR signals recorded following excitation at these two laser wavelengths.\(^1\)

Determination of PWS depth using the weighted PPTR signal difference is based on a first-order approximation: the PWS temperature profiles induced by 585- and 600-nm laser pulses are nearly proportional. Practically, this approximation depends on the temperature profiles in the PWS layer induced by pulsed irradiation at 585 and 600 nm. These profiles depend on the amount of epidermal melanin, as well as size and spatial distribution of the blood vessels in the dermis, which determine the effective absorption coefficient of the PWS layer.\(^12,13\) Since the blood absorption coefficient at 600 nm is lower than that at 585 nm, 600-nm light penetrates deeper into the PWS layer. Beyond a certain depth, the induced temperature rise at 600 nm may become higher than at 585 nm. If the weighted difference between the induced temperature increases involved in the TWE-PPTR analysis\(^1\) becomes negative, reconstruction of the PWS temperature profile is problematic. To resolve this problem, we propose here an alternative method to determine PWS depth from PPTR signals recorded respectively following laser excitation at 585 and 600 nm.

Outline of this article is: (1) depth determination of deep PWS layers, where we compare the PPTR results with those obtained with optical Doppler tomography (ODT);\(^14–17\) (2) depth determination of shallow PWS layers where we analyze the validity of the first-order approximation previously described; and (3) when this approximation is not valid, we present a direct difference analysis method to extract PWS depth and compare the results with those obtained using ODT.

\section*{2 Theory}

PPTR measures the temporal evolution of IR emission from a laser-heated test specimen (e.g., human skin). IR emission signals are then used to reconstruct the depth-resolved temperature distribution immediately after laser irradiation using an inversion algorithm. PWS depth is then determined from the reconstructed depth-resolved temperature distribution. A non-negatively constrained conjugate gradient algorithm was found to be well suited for reconstruction of temperature profiles in laser-heated PWS human skin.\(^9,18–20\)

We assume PWS skin contains an epidermal melanin layer and a single vascular layer in the dermis. The laser spot diameter at the skin surface is assumed to be large relative to the relevant thermal and optical diffusion lengths so that only one-dimensional thermal diffusion along the depth \((z)\) axis is considered. Immediately after pulsed laser irradiation, the temperature profile in PWS human skin can be expressed as the sum of the temperature increases in epidermal and PWS layers. At 585-nm excitation, the temperature profile is

\[ \Delta T_{585}(z) = \Delta T_{EPI}(z) + \Delta T_{PWS1}(z), \]

and the corresponding PPTR signal is, due to linearity of the PPTR signal formation,\(^1\) composed as

\[ S_{585}(t) = S_{EPI}(t) + S_{PWS1}(t). \]

At 600 nm, we assume that the temperature profile in the epidermis and its corresponding PPTR signal component are approximately equal to that at 585 nm, since the absorption and scattering properties of the epidermis and dermis do not change significantly between the two wavelengths. However, we allow that the temperature profiles in the PWS have different shapes at 585 and 600 nm, because of the complex influence of size and depth distribution on heating of individual blood vessels. We write the temperature profile at 600 nm as:

\[ \Delta T_{600}(z) = \beta \Delta T_{EPI}(z) + \Delta T_{PWS2}(z), \]

where coefficient \(\beta\) accounts for the small amplitude difference between the epidermal temperature profiles at 585 and 600 nm.\(^11,21\)

By assuming a linear relationship between the two PWS temperature profiles \(\Delta T_{PWS2}(z) = \alpha \Delta T_{PWS1}(z)\), they can be determined by eliminating the epidermal contribution to the overall temperature profile:\(^1\)

\[ \Delta T_{PWS1}(z) = \frac{\Delta T_{585}(z) - \Delta T_{600}(z)/\beta}{1 - \alpha/\beta}. \]

For reasons of brevity and clarity, we omit determination of parameter \(\alpha\) and only consider the numerator of Eq. (4),

\[ \Delta T_{PWS}(z) = \Delta T_{585}(z) - \Delta T_{600}(z)/\beta. \]

The weighted temperature difference \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\) in Eq. (5) is proportional to the PWS contribution to the temperature profile at 585 nm, and thus enables determination of the PWS depth (i.e., the top boundary of the PWS layer). This temperature profile can often be reliably reconstructed from the corresponding PPTR signal

\[ S_{PWS}(t) = S_{585}(t) - S_{600}(t)/\beta. \]

When a conjugate gradient inversion algorithm is used, accurate reconstruction of the depth-resolved temperature distribution constrains the solution as non-negative at all depths.\(^19\) From Eq. (5), \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\) may become negative with increasing depth as laser light at 600 nm penetrates deeper into the skin than at 585 nm. When the contribution of negative temperatures from deeper PWS to the weighted PPTR signal difference \(S_{PWS}(t)\) in Eq. (6) is negligible, PWS depth can be reliably determined. When, however, \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\) becomes negative at a short distance from the most superficial boundary of the PWS layer, reconstruction from the corresponding PPTR signal difference \(S_{PWS}(t)\) becomes unstable and PWS depth cannot be determined accurately.

The weighted temperature difference can also be obtained by a different method, where the temperature profiles at 585 and 600 nm are independently reconstructed and then used in Eq. (5) to compute \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\). As in the original approach, optimal value of the parameter \(\beta\) is determined by observing
the profiles $\Delta T_{\text{PWS}}(z)$ obtained with different $\beta$. \cite{11,21} With the optimal $\beta$, the epidermal temperature rise minimized, without inducing a negative temperature difference in the epidermal region. In principle, this direct difference method should be applicable to PWS lesions with arbitrary blood vessel size distribution and volume fraction.

3 Experimental Methods and Materials

The experimental system used is the same as previously described. \cite{22,23} The ODT apparatus and experimental procedure were described in detail elsewhere. \cite{16,17} Both PPTR and ODT measurements are performed on two PWS patients. The first and second patients have a low (skin type II) and high (skin type IV–V) epidermal melanin concentration, respectively. In PPTR measurements, a PWS site was irradiated with two sequential pulses separated by approximately 1 minute, delivered from a tunable pulsed dye laser (Candela, MA). The first pulse is at 585 nm and the second one at 600 nm. The laser pulse duration is 1.5 ms and the fluence is 6 to 8 J/cm$^2$. At this fluence, no significant epidermal damage is observed for both patients. The frame rate of the IR focal plane array camera is 400 or 700 frames per second. For each measurement, 500 frames of IR emission are recorded. Each PPTR signal is determined from approximately 450 to 470 frames recorded after pulsed laser irradiation by subtracting the background level. Each frame is reduced to a single radiometric temperature by averaging the calibrated IR signals over 64 $\times$ 64 pixel region and used as input into the inversion algorithm to reconstruct the initial temperature profile. Details of the reconstruction have been described previously. \cite{9,19}

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Deep PWS Layer

A PPTR measurement is first recorded on the hand of a PWS patient where the blood vessels are relatively deep. Figure 1 shows the computed initial temperature profile induced by a laser pulse at 585 nm (pulse duration: 1.5 ms, fluence: 6 J/cm$^2$), reconstructed with the non-negative conjugate gradient inversion algorithm and 700-Hz frame rate. Although the maximum temperature of the PWS layer varies slightly when the iteration number is changed from 50 to 200, the reconstruction is stable and PWS depth is determined to be $\sim 210 \mu m$. To verify the PWS depth determined by PPTR, we also measured the same area with ODT. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the structural and blood flow velocity images, respectively. The red and blue areas in Fig. 2(b) show respectively, blood flow toward and away from the optical probe. Assuming that the refractive index of human skin is 1.4, \cite{24} the top boundary of the PWS layer is located at a depth of $\sim 220 \mu m$, in agreement with that determined by PPTR. These results demonstrate that depth of deep PWS layers can be accurately determined using the conventional one-wavelength PPTR method. Due to limited ODT signal-to-noise ratio, no PWS blood vessels below 400 $\mu m$ are observed.

4.2 Shallow PWS Layer with Low Blood Volume Fraction

When the PWS layer partially overlaps the epidermal melanin layer, application of the one-wavelength PPTR method is problematic and the two-wavelength approach is applied. \cite{11} Figure 3 shows the results obtained from the arm of a PWS patient with shallow blood vessels. PPTR signals following 585 and 600 nm excitation, respectively, are recorded at a frame rate of 700 Hz. The laser fluence used at both wavelengths is 5 to 6 J/cm$^2$ and the pulse duration is 1.5 ms. Optimal reconstructions of the corresponding temperature profiles (Fig. 3) are obtained using the non-negatively
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**Fig. 1** Reconstruction of the temperature profile on a PWS site where the epidermal and PWS layers are well separated. The iteration number is 50 (dotted line), 100 (dashed line), and 200 (solid line), respectively.

**Fig. 2** ODT images of the same PWS site shown in Fig. 1. (a) Structural image. The top bright line is the glass/skin interface. The scale bar represents 200 $\mu m$. (b) Flow velocity image.
constrained conjugate gradient algorithm at iteration numbers 5 and 6, respectively, as determined using the L-curve regularization method.\(^9\)

PWS depth can be determined directly from the reconstructed temperature profiles by using Eq. (5). In this direct difference method, the optimal value is determined by observing the weighted temperature difference \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\) in Eq. (5) and ensuring that the epidermal temperature rise is minimal and non-negative. The resulting temperature profile (\(\beta^{-1} = 0.74\)) is represented (Fig. 3) by the solid line labeled PWS-1.

Using the original TWE method, the PWS temperature profile is reconstructed from the weighted PPTR signal difference \(S_{PWS}(t)\) [Eq. (6)]. The optimal solution is determined using the same approach and criterion as above, while also observing the convergence of the iterative reconstruction with different values.\(^{21}\) The optimal \(\beta\) and corresponding temperature profile (dashed line labeled “PWS-2” in Fig. 3) are equivalent to that determined with the method described above. The good agreement between results obtained with both methods indicates that both approaches can be used for PWS depth determination (\(\sim 60 \mu m\)). In this example, negative temperature difference in \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\) is nonexistent or very small and any adverse effect on \(S_{PWS}(t)\) is therefore negligible.

**4.3 Shallow PWS Layer with High Blood Volume Fraction**

In some PWS lesions, a significant negative temperature rise can occur in the weighted temperature difference \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\) [Eq. (5)] at moderate skin depths. Figure 4 shows the temperature profiles at 585 and 600 nm, respectively, reconstructed from measurements on the second PWS patient, as well as the weighted temperature difference obtained by using the direct difference method with optimal \(\beta^{-1}\) value. The applied laser fluence is 8 J/cm\(^2\), and the frame rate used to record the PPTR signals is 400 Hz. The maximum PWS temperature at 585 nm is much higher than that of the first patient (refer to Fig. 3), indicating a high blood volume fraction in this patient’s PWS layer. The 585-nm profile presented in Fig. 4 is obtained with 30 iteration steps, although no significant difference is observed when the iteration number changes from 15 to 40. At 600 nm, the optimal profile is obtained with 9 iteration steps as determined using the L-curve method. The direct difference method can be used to determine a PWS depth of approximately 60 \(\mu m\) (Fig. 4; \(\beta^{-1} = 0.88\)), in good agreement with the value (\(\sim 70 \mu m\)) determined from an ODT image (Fig. 5) recorded at the same skin site. The red, blue, and surrounding dark areas show the blood vessels. Compared to Fig. 2, the size of the blood vessels in this patient is larger than those in the first patient, indicating a relatively high overall blood volume fraction.

The previously developed analysis is inappropriate to determine PWS depth of this particular lesion. As seen in Fig. 4, the weighted temperature difference \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\) becomes negative at positions deeper than \(\sim 400 \mu m\). The corresponding PPTR signal \(\Delta S_{PWS}(t)\) is shown in Fig. 6(a) (solid line), and the corresponding reconstructions with different iteration steps are indicated in Fig. 6(b). Due to the influence of the negative temperature at deeper positions of the PWS layer, the reconstruction from corresponding \(\Delta S_{PWS}(t)\) diverges with increasing iteration number, preventing reliable determination
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**Fig. 3** Reconstructed temperature profiles on a PWS site where the PWS layer partially overlaps the epidermis (irradiated at 585 and 600 nm), and the weighted difference \(\Delta T_{PWS}(z)\) (solid line, labeled PWS-1). The iteration number is 5 and 6 at 585 and 600 nm, respectively. The dashed line labeled PWS-2 represents the profile reconstructed from the weighted PPTR signal difference \(S_{PWS}(t)\). The iteration number is 200.

**Fig. 4** Temperature profile reconstructions from another PWS site, where the PWS layer partially overlaps the melanin layer, and the weighted difference with the optimal \(\beta\) value (\(\beta^{-1} = 0.88\)). The iteration step is 30 at 585 and 9 at 600 nm.

**Fig. 5** ODT image of the same PWS site as in Fig. 4. The white line shows the glass/skin interface. The red, blue, and surrounding dark areas show blood vessels. The scale bar represents 200 \(\mu m\).
of the PWS depth. To further demonstrate this effect, we calculate the PPTR signal corresponding to the positive part of the PWS layer [the solid line in (a)] with varying iteration steps, showing convergence. (c) Reconstructions corresponding to the PPTR signal shown by the dashed line in (a), showing convergence.

5 Discussion

The results show that when a significant negative temperature difference occurs in $\Delta T_{\text{PWS}}(z)$, only the direct difference method is appropriate to extract the PWS depth. Validity of the direct difference method is based on precise reconstruction of the temperature profiles at both wavelengths. The quality of the reconstruction depends essentially on the SNR level of the PPTR signal and the smoothness of the actual profiles. Studies using simulated data show that with sufficient SNR level, a smooth temperature profile can be reconstructed with satisfactory accuracy. We note the two-wavelength excitation method is also applicable to cases of deep-lying PWS, though in fact it is not necessary since the conventional one-wavelength PPTR method provides sufficient accuracy to determine the PWS depth, as demonstrated in Sec. 4.1.

6 Conclusions

We have analyzed the determination of PWS depth in vivo using PPTR and compared the results to those determined by ODT. In situ measurements on patients show that when the PWS layer lies deep in the skin (>0.1 mm), the conventional one-wavelength PPTR profiling method can be used to determine the PWS depth with sufficient accuracy. When the PWS layer lies in very close proximity to, or partially overlaps, the epidermal melanin layer, PWS depth can be determined by using the two-wavelength excitation approach. Due to the influence of the negative temperature difference on the reconstruction, the previously reported data processing technique, involving reconstruction from a weighted PPTR signal difference, is inappropriate for all PWS lesions with arbitrary blood vessel size distributions and volume fractions. The direct difference approach, utilizing the weighted difference of the temperature profiles reconstructed independently at the two wavelengths, is, in principle, appropriate for any PWS lesion, providing that precise reconstruction of individual temperature profiles is possible. The PWS depths determined using TWE-PPTR are in good agreement with those measured by ODT.
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